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TESDAY, MARCH 4, 1952
fr
Gene herself.
In Michael Arlen's tragic story,
The Green Hat," the heroine wire
a qbaperu that was the symbol
of her reckless ways. This story
has been filmed twice, once as
"A Woman Of Affairs" with Greta
Garbo. and later as "Outcast Lady"
well Constance Bennett.
In "The Soo, Of Dr. Jekyll." the
potion whiefF turned a good man
Into a villain had a role aims/rag- impOrtant as Louis Hayward's. The
pi-a-trait in "The Picture Of Drian
Gray" was a star in its own right,
too. And a dress suit' motivated
"Tales Of Manhattan" and was as
much the star 'as Rita Hayworth,
Ginger Rogers and others in the
film.
•
The fan in "Lady Windermer's
Fen" was the actual star, despite
the bold faced type given to Ronald
Colman.
Yes, props frequently are tips
in movie stories. But, of course,
that's something actors don't like
e
to hear!

&sleeted As Best All-Rowild Kentucky Cosameafty Newspaper for 1947

Weather

Why Not
Do All
Your Shopping
In Murray

Kentucky fair and rather
cold tonight with low 16 to
22; Thursday increasing cloudiness and not as cold welt
portion followed by rain or
snow in southwest portion
by night.

United Press
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Number of people coming by the
(Mice to express their pleasure
over the remodeling program uf
the Ledger and Times.
We appreciate the remarks, and
efter all the hammering and banging is over, we will try to :put
iur added facilities into good service for the community.
That freeze last night left most
of the Jonquils ire towinlimp.

MORE,DAYS'TIL
YOU SEE NEW

'52 NASH

Tribute Paid To
Barkley By United
States Senate

Counts
Seen & Heard
Dies Today
Around

Maybe the sunshine today
revive them.

will

Five year old called yesterday to
tell us that he knocked two of his
front teeth loose. Fell off a box
or something.

-

Mrs. Ida Wilson, age 76, di,
this morning at 2:30 a.m, at the
home'of her daughter Mr,. Mable
Pullen of Murray route one. Sh2
had been ill for some time.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mre-Ptillen: one son Floyd G
of Winchester, Ohio: two sister,
Mrs. Zedie Morgan of Santa Monica, California and Miss Elsie Put:cell of Columbus, Ohio. She had
two grandchildren.
Mrs. Wilson was a member of
the Christian Church in San Hill,
Kentucky. The funeral will be held
in the Blaine Nesbitt Funeral Home
on Thursday at 2:30 in Manchester,
Ohio with Rev. Richard H,ughes officiating.
Burial will be in the I. 0. 0. F.
cemetery in Manceshter.
The remains were shipped int the
Max H. Churchill funeral, Home
thia morning to Manchester.

_
Parker Motors
worry too Redecorates
they were

We tdld him not to
much about it because
all supposed to come out in a year
Parker Motors is celebreting the
or two anyway.,
Fiftieth Anniversary of the Nash
car by completely redecorating
Carlos Jones has moved down the their showrocm at the corner uf
street about half a block.
Seventh and Main Streets.
. According to James Parker the
Said he thought he would save entire showroom is being painted'
a little money and move Maisel( and more light fixtures ere teeand just abot_itjaroke himself down ing added A heavy panel-glass
door is being placed between the
Last Sunday he was moving at a showroom and the back shop to
rlow pace.
prevent fumes and dust frorr coming into the front office.
Starting a column by Harry Caney
The service and repair shop of
today. It runs every Wednesday.
Parker Motors was built in 1947'
and the midern showroern was
Tell as what you think about it. built one year later. Haffori
Parker and his three eons, Jams,
The Stagecoach comes up wee John and Joe are associated in the
the following:
concern.
The tardy husband was met at
the door by his irate wife. "I cup'se you've been with a sick friend,
holding his hand all evenieg," she
,creamed.

mdor of keg

;he place of eived ones at home...
mile-her eajgerneto to helpcourage to those-who cannot

your Red Cross Worker-your
our great1y expanded armed
I. The vital work she performs in
Red Crow. most he maintained
i only if ii,14 help' Won't you

eierously todeyl
-

'

,
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Warmer Weather Will
Bring Flood Threats

By United Press
"If I had been holding his hand,' Cold weather grips the northern
Inc husband replied, "I'd have made menvest today. but both north and
south there is a gfeater worry, the
some money"
coming of spring, and floods.
A sub-zero cold wave moved into
They elm had this one whica
Minnesota. Wisconsin, and the
is ancient but good
Dakotas last night, dropping temRens was dead A wonderful peratures at some places to 18 befuneral was in progress, and tha low. The mass 'of cold air was
minister talked at length of the dragged in by 'a gigantic storm
what center that now has .moved to
;mod traits of the deceased
honest man he was, what a the Atlantic coast. And the storm
loving husband and a kind father. left snow, rain, and ice in its wake.
But the threat of warmer weather
Finally Fannie whispered to Margaret Ruth." "Go up there and take is even greater. Officials warn
a look In that coffin and see if that's that the coming of higher temperatures may create dangerous flood
your pa."
conditions,
The south already ia havirg its
This date last year: Deputy for(•7 ministers of the bag bur tnnibles. Several major streams in
Carolina
and
powers met in Pans, and the state Alabama. North
with water
department revealed that three Georgia have swelled
brought ny the
meetings were held betwe:n Rus- from heavy rains
!sten diplomat Jacob Malik and storms.
The Cape Fear river in North
„state department advisor John
expected to crest at
Foster Dulles on a proposed Jap- Carolina is
more than 443 feet above bank level.
anese *peace treaty.
Farmers in the area now are evacuatingolivestock to higher ground.
Boston
The
in
history:
This date
The Ten and Reuse rivers, also in
West1770;
place,
in
massacre took
Carblina, are edging higher
North
the
for
patent,
inghouse received a
are fed by the run-offs.
they
as
'the
and
1872,
triple air-brake, in
Georgia, the Ocmulgee
in
And
aged
the
pension - laws. for'
at Macon already is :vatting
Isere enacted en Montana and river
lover, its-banks. —Kends. in 1923.
.1

Army Officer
Murray Hospital Be In Murray To
/letting Hours 10:30- 11:90 A. is
2:30 - 490 P.M
Interview Men

"ASHINGTON-March 3 (UP)
.! United Slates Senate has paid
:ibute today to Vice President Alben Barkley on his 39th anniversary in Congress.
The 74-year-old Kentucky Democrat, wleo has 'recovered from a
recent operation . for the removal
of a cataract on his eye.,presided
as Democratic leader Ernest W.
Melee-Hand touched off the paraae
of tributes by calling him a "fearless leader, always willing to fight
for what is right."
Barkley entered the Senate in
1927 alter serving in the house
since 1913. McFarland says Barkley has been Senate Majority leader longer than any other man.
Even the Republicans chimed in..
Senator Alexander Wiley, Republican from Wisconsin, addressed
Barkley directly to say: "You're
a very human fellow-one of the
best story tellers in the country."
Another Wieconsin Republican,
Senator Edward J. Thye, told the
veep, "if any but a Republican
sits in that chair in the next congress, may it be you, sir."
Senator Tom Connally of Texas
chimed in with: "1 don't know of
anybody in congress for a great
many years who has had more distinguished career."
Barkley replied by thanking his
colleagues and then launched into
a defense of the senate
He said the senate often has
been described as the "greatest
club in the 'United States" but "it
Is not that. It is charactetized by
comradship and mutual respect,
but by nothing that would justify
members to condone wrovidoing
or unethical conduct by fellow
senators."
s

Three West Nations
May Act On
Russian Diplomats
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THIS STARTLING PICTURE is the result of study by the National Chamber's Government Economy
Program. based on figures from the U.S. Department of Commerce. Incomes of'allpeople include all money
that goes to individuals as wages, salaries, interest, rent, and dividends. Since latest Commerce Department
figures available for the map were for 1950, the Chamber estimated total 1953 incomes at 15 per cent bights
thas those he 1950. Total 1953 speeding under the President's budget would equal the incomes of all persons
wee of the Mississippi plus 90 pm cent of the incomes in Wisconsin sad all the incomes in MissisdppL

1952 Conference Is
Held At First
Baptist Church
The 1952 Conference on evangel/Atli
and stewardship for the
Southwestern Region in Kentucky,
of the Baptist church was held
yesterday in the. First Baptiet
Church here in Murray.
Dr. W. C. Boone, general secretary-treasurer of the Baptist
State 19otrivi of Missions in' Kentucky presided over the meeting
and was in charge of the conference.
Principal speakers of the meeting were Dr. Louis La Newton of
Atlanta. and Dr. E. N. Wilkineee.
of Lexington. Other speakers welF'
Dr. R. T. Skinner. Dr. A. M Vollmer, Rev B. F. Fox and Rev. A.
B. Cash
Mrs. George R. Ferguson and
Mrs Encil Dean directed the conferences with the ladies.
The church served iunca
Ins
out . of town guests.
Dr. H. C. Chiles is the pastor
of the local church.

Supreme Soviet Of
Russia Opens Annual
March 5 (UP)tried I5-thousand Session In Moscow

Few Drugs Offer'
Cancer Cure Hope_

CINCINNATI
Scientists have
drugs and compounds at-the Sloan
By United Press
Kettering Laboratories in New
The supreme Soviet of tee SovYork but found only a dozen' substances offering some hope of a iet Union opened its yearly session
in the Kremlin's great hall in
cancer cure.
Dr. C. Chester Stock pointed Moscow. More than 13-hundred
delegates are
attending
Out that most of the dozer have Soviet
the same --drawback. ig they are what is probably the world's moat
powerful enough to destroy cancer, colorful parliament. They reprethey also destroy healthy tissue sent 50 nationalities and two or
three races. Many of them wear
and can kill the patient.
Dr, Stock . told the American their native costumes_embroiderCancer Society meeting at Cin- ed Ukranian dresses, reindeer skins
cinnati that chemicals which can Sr flowing silk robes. About 25
destroy cancer offer a' new path- per cent of the parliament memway to cure of the disease. So for, bers are women.
only X-ray and surgery ere the
The main issue is expected to be
only methods known • that ha:t
the 1952 Soviet budget-including
the spread of cancer in humans.
defense appropriations. And folHowever, he says scientists are
lowing custom, the Russians al,sure that there are certain subready have begun to point out the
stances which: eventuallymay stop difference between Russian and
tumor growth and yet leave healAmerican arms appropriations.
thy. body tissue unharmed.
Meanwhile, Dr. Michael Shim'
Lieutenant General Vainly Stakin, of the University of Califor- lin,- son of Premier Josef Stalin,
nia's school of medicine says hun- gave the old Russian line a magadreds of scientists who are search- ,zine article published today.
ing for a cure may succeed within
He said the United States is
five or 10 years.
rapidly increasing its armed forces
He says a lot of progress has aneris preparing for what he callbeen made so far and perhaps the ed "new acts of aggression." On
cure will be a chemical.
the other hand, Stalin says. Russia, has slowed up and even decreased its armed forces since the
end of World War Two.

Announcement

The Calloway County PMA Office has had instructions from the
State Committee to keep the county office open only 5 days per
week, which will be the first five
days of the week and closed each
Saturday,

pail nOfJapan,I!ill:ProbabkNot
Until Thiroi-Tan War Is Definitely Over
•

deal to spread this idea.
By United Press •
There seems to be tittle chance
And Naturally, this situattion is
of really ending the occupation of irritating to the Japanese. Now
Japan until the Korean war is that they have a peace treaty,
over.
they want to regain control cf
The peace treaty' and the agree- their own affairs. De:eat in the
ment to change the allied occupa- war has not made the Japanese
-..earenseeta-a-psotocenise gores stop_ believing. that..by. -raieon-elf
can go into effect theoretically. their industrial capacity they are
But the blunt fact is that Ameri- the natural leaders of Asia. And
Inward Japan has ,.to now they find the Americans are
ye them back
keep on proceeding from tne mili- not In a hurry to
tary necessities of the Korean War.I full control of their affairs-or
And'until we know whether that their markets in China. N iurally,
war is going to end, whether ft is this causes friction. And after the
going to be intensified, or whether end of the occupation is formerly
it will drag on much as now, we proclaimed, this friction will inthings appreciably. crease if the military necessities
can't
ar
Because everything depeili o
Yhat's 'because
on how many troops we,, must from melting the end of the occukeepl Japan and how many and ltation I full reality.what b ses in Japan we must hang
The!Japenese press has hcd time
on to.
•
now to comment pretty fully on
.„.Many Japanese do not generally the treaty and the agreements for
realize this. They don't underetand American bases in Japan recently
to what a large degree the Ameri- negotiated by assietant Secretary
can use "Cif facilities and bases in of State Dean Rusk. And the com-,
Japan now is concerned with the ment is not very favorabi.t 9
Korean War. They trnagiiie that
Even such conservative Tokyo
bases and facilities that we are papers as the tight and Nihme-keihanging on to because of the needs tat are critle41 of the agreements.
of the War ere being retain- Nihon Keizai says it gets the imed by us solely in order to keep a pression that the United States has
stranglehold on •lapan and to hu- forced its will "on Japan in this
miliate her. Naturally, the Com- matter of the bases and the Asal,i
rhuniat party its Japan does a great says real friendship between the

Five Enemy Jets Downed By
Flight Of Us Sabrejets

"Holy Cow"
Starts Today

F
b

.
--

Vol. XXIII; No. 56

By United Press
American saberjets took on a
flight of enemy jet planes in a
wild battle over North Korea toe
day, shooting down five of them
anci probably destroying A sixth. _
American losses.if any, were not
reported. .
The battle was fought' when 28
saberjets surprised 70 Soviet-type
MiG's flying down into Korea from
the Manchurian border.
It was the biggest bag of enemy
craft since January 25th, when the
Allies claimed 10 kills.
No new battles were reported
ch the ground But enemy artillery
and mortars threw 1500 shells at
an advanced Yank infantry unit on
the eastern front yesterday. Allied

51511*1 SPIllibei MIA least AU 11111(011ES III ICS WA

Davi&J. Gowans
To Be In Recital

-

Holy Cow. That is the name of
the column written
by
Harry
Carey, famous sports innounc.r
that starts today in the daily Ledger and Times.
Caray announces the St Louis
Cardinal games during the baseball season and foliows the team
wherever they go. Sports fans are
familiar with Carey's "It mieht be,
it could be: it is-a home run,'
as some merdher of the Cardinals
or team they are playing. connects with a long one.
The popular sports announcer is
well versed on baseball rules and
terminology, and his column reflects the same wit and knowledge
that sports fans are familiar with
as he broadcasts the Cardinal
games.
•
The column will appear on the
sport page in the Ledger and
Times each Wednesday, where
other complete sports coverage is
given.

Controversial Dog
Bill Passed By House

FRANKFORT. March 5, ill-Pi-One of the most controversial measures of the 1952 session of Kentucky general assembly goes to the
Senate rules committee today.
The bill, known as the "dog bin."
has been Passed by the House after
a substitute recommended by a
committee had been adopted.
The measure would require cone
pulsory vaccination of all dogs in
the state against rabies, and provides for the licensing of all dogs
over six months for a $1.50 fee.
Under the bill the state department of health would receive
$15,000 a year for administering the
vaccination program.
The bill calls for the setting up
of a seven man advisory committee
which would include representaThe Russian Orthodox Church, tives of the state commissioners
also talked about the United States of agriculture and health, with the
today. The
patriarchal
deputy, other five members to be chosen
Metropolitan Nikolai condemned, a by the governor.
Fines of from $3.00 to $100.410, or
house investigation into the Katyn
Forest massacre. He said the in- five to 60 days in jail are provided
vestigation into the mass murder for any violation of the bill.
Police officers would have the
of Polish officers is part of a campaign -to -create distrust between right to seize or destroy any unlicensed dog running at lay* and
the Sovi41 and Polish peoples.
In 1942 the Metfopolitan was a would receive a bounty of OM for
Ist-tittc- SWIM CO-rainittee ceeh -dog destroyed.
The owners of licensed dogs killwhich investigated the Katyn murders and blamed thern on the ed by polite unlawfully would be
Germans. At the American hear- repaid for the value of the dog up
Mite several witnesses sr id the to $100.00.
Russians killed the Polish officers.

•
United States and Jayne cannot
dart until the United Etatcs treats
US
Japan as an absolute equal
The agreement for bases 'doesn't
have to be submitted to *the JapSaid*
anese parliament. But a series of
enabling laws to put the agreeBy United Press
ment ,in. force d0._Ites_lo te.subThe este - department is dm
mitted to parliament-for example. ing up a demand that Poland free
the appropriations for Japan s an American army corporal who
share of her defense cost and bills was turned over to Polish voliet
to compel private corporations to after spending more than one year
keeti their facilities- at the die- In Czech jails.
posel of the American Army, Navy
It's not decided yet whether the
and Air Force after the endof the demand will be made orally or in
upation.
a formel diplomatic note. But deAnd there .are plenty of signs partment officials are sure of one
thing-it will be toughly worded.
that bitter o
sitlon will be re
tar-10 -Or thesebills. t may -The corporal in question lirXr:
take a powerful steam roller ac- sorter 'Czarnecki of Ozone Park,
tion by Premier Yoshida's big ma- New York. He disappeared from
jority to put them ever.
his army unit in West Germany in
There is some criticism that an December, 1950. Nothing was heard
American post-occupation policy from him until last June, when he
toward Japan ought to have been got a letter through to the Americarefully planned and ought to be can embassy in Warsaw. saying
put in operation. However most ,Ite was in jail and asking for help.
well-informed experts Japanese, Czech officials claim he asked ta
American or. internatiohal„say this be sent to Poland as a 'political
is expecting too much, considering refugee because he objected to
the Korean War and the other American policif in Germany. But
rompletities of Asia today. The the state department discounts this
policy simply will have to be im- claim and says Czarnecki has been
provised by common-sense and held by the Czechs illegally' and
on both sides as we ecs Incommunicado for anent than one
along,
.,
year.

Vatarans Loans For
T0Damanit_riat Againess Automobiles
Poland- Free
Are Tightened

cfficers could not explain the sudden and heavy barrage against
troops dug in near the punchbowl.
At Panmunjom. where . the truce
talks are being held, no progress at
all was made an any major issue
today.
In a meeting on the exchange of
prisoners, which lasted nearly two
and a half hours, the Allies asked
the Reds to account for 174 U-N
troops reported to be held prisoner
but not on the enemy's official list
of prisoners. That makes a total of
more than 1600 such prisoners the
Reds have now been asked talkcount for.
'he Allies get the names of such
prisoners from enemy broadcasts,
letters to families and what are
called "other sources," presumably
n- eaning secret agents. Most et
those asked about today are Americans.
The request- was mads by the
UN's Rear Admiral R. E. Libby,
who asked again, without results.
for information about 50.000 South
Korean prisoners reported to have
been pressed into the Red army.
The Reds denied the claim and
said most of the 50,000 had been
released at the front. The Reds else
went on to propose that the prisoner
talks go ahead on the beats cf
prisoner lists already exchanged.
The UN truce men said they were
bewildered by the suggestion. Libby
later told reporters that it presumably means the Reds want to
confine the talks to the 132.00111
prisoners' names the Allies have
turned over in exchange for 11,500
submitted by the enemy.
The two sides got nowhere on
the main issue over the Allied
demand for letting prisoners decide themselves 'whether they leant
to go home. And there likewiee was
no progress in the deadlock over
the enemy's demand that Russia
be accepted as a nehtral nation to
help stmervise an armistice. The
day's meeting on the issue lasted
only 14 minutes. A UN spokesman
said the only thing unusual about
It was that the Reds did not take
t.me to call their stand "unshakable!'
---Bitter Sleet Storm
Hits Earthquake
Victims In Japan
By United Press
A bitter sleet storm is lashing
at 10-thousand victims to:a from
their home by the earthquake and
tidal waves that struck Japan's
Hokkaida Island yesterday.
An American Air force plane
has braved the snow arid rain-filled skies to drop one-thousand
blankets to the shivering survivors. But the aid falls far short
of emergency needs.
Ot h e r
American occupation
forces have joined Japanese officials in trying to get feed and
medicine through to the stricken
villagers by any means they can.
But the rescue work is heamered
by .washed-out and broken highways and rail lines.
Authorities are afraid epidemics
will spring up in the disaster
areas unless medicine reaches

.them soon. .
Army and police reports list the
dead it- -3d'-/spersio newt
reports silly-there are 22 dead, six
nitsaffier and leS injured. Damage
Is pdt at 21-million dollars.
Eight tidal waves rolled in on
'the heels of the quake, v.-inch is
Japan's worst since 11,48, whet%
more than five-thousand people
_
were killed.

-op

Inquiring
Rtii•Mer

WASHINGTOON March 5 (UP)
The Veterans Administration has
thenteemseundar - whiets.ete-gemerTom--guarantees private loans for World
What would you mist most if
War Two veterans to purchase you had to move away
from Murbusiness automobiles.
ray'
Under the amended regulation
arMounend by VA. .the maximum ANSWERS:
tenon of a GI business loanfor the
Mrs. Otis Shirker: Most cf all I
purebase of .a ncw,...atii..i.mnbile_ !PAWL.MA MY_ Aired& one
cannot exceed 30 months, and for would mire the church that I yo
2
thiemopu
ntrhs
chase of a "used" Car. to. Other than that .1 guess I would
just miss Murray in general.
Under former regulations, • loan
Mrs. Leanest Vasghni
!- I would
for a much longer period could miss the activities at the college.
have been negceiated.
we so enjoy living in a college
The VA said that, henceforth -011 town. I think it has so mostly ad'
business loans to finance automo- vantages over other towns
bites will be screened by VA's
Mn. Hebert Cistisrso: I would
central office here to assure the miss my chugch
automobile is an actual mecessity
Okla C. Walston: I would miss
in the veteran's business or oc- most everything Just to be frank.
cupation.
I'd hate to leave Murray, I think
VA points out that use ef an it's a.fine pliice to live. I've always
automobile merely for necessary lived, in or around Murray.
travel to and fi-om work dem
Mrs. lobe C, Steele: My old
not qualify, a veteran for a GI friends, and jute everything about
auto lean.
Murray
,
.

1
.• •
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THE 1953 F50ERAL BUDGET OF $85.4 BILLION IS GREATER THAN
ALL THE INCOMES OF ALL THE PEOPLE WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI

By United Press
The west is talking tough and
begking the 'words with action.
Three western nations are reported ready to restrict the mov-,-ment of Russian and other satellite diplomats. late weed come,
from Americanssistant Secretary of State George Perkins. who
Spoke to the Anglo-nmerican Press
Association in Pane
Perkins noted that Russia has
tightened its restrictions on the
movements of American. British
and French diplomats. He hinted
strongly that the three western
countries may follow suit. "We do
not like the idea of adopting Russian principles," said Perkins. "but
in this case the pros seem more
Important than the come"
While Perkins talked, some 200
planes roared over the tiny volcanic island of Stromboli mirth of
David J. Gowans, bassoonist. and
Sicily in the final manuever of the
Great. Mediterranean war games. Russell Terhune, pianist. will be
Planet from Italy. France, Britain presented in their faculty recital
and the United States streaked past Thursday evening at 8:15 in the
the island in make-believe strafing Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Build-.
ing at Murrpy State College.
and bombing runs.
Numbers to be presented by the
To the west. Britain discussed
re-armament. Prime minister. Win- men will be "Sonata in E Minor"
ston Churchill told the House of by Galliard; "French Suite in 13
Commons that Britain's _13-billion- Minor" by J. S. Bach; and "Condollar re-armament program may certo. Opus 75" by von Weber.
There will be no admission charge
require four years instead 4 three
because of material and dollar and the public is cordially-invited
shortages.
to atteqd.

7:00 - 11:30 P.M.

,
Sgt Wheatcroft, Station ComMonday's complete record fol- mander of the U. S. Army and U4
S Air Force Recruiting station in
lows:
Murray announced today ,tnat Cap59
Hospital Census
'10
tarn Alvin New of the U. S. Air
Mutt Beds
Force. wiao-,4s the officer procureI
Emergency Beds
2 !gent officer for Western Kentucky.
I New Citizens
-Tlausedep-.23.•
Mete Plermleeei4
'-"nre
14of March, for the purpose of interPatients Dismissed
•
vieWing men who are interested in
Palitale admitted from Friday
Aviatino C2dPt.. Program
kfc0 pen. to Monday 3:00 p.m.
Air Observer Program.
Dave Hopkins,. South 12th St, Qualifications for Aviation Cadets
Murray; Mrs. Jim Watkins. Rt. 2. are, must be male, single, 19 to
, Murray; Mrs, Tennie Colson, 301 26!,, years'of age and have a mini•-the 11th St., Murray; Elmer Dales. rum of 60 semester .hours of col- Rt 7, Benton; Carl Ross. Rt. -11: lejelwork.
elLTen_pe yrs. Amanda White,
„ bs„
lain St., Murray: Miss-gie u v r. Urged in the paid few months at
Benton; Rt. 3.-Mrs. Ted Rampey. a person interested in it can leave
Rt. 1, Aimee; Master Steve Chad- almost immediately for his physical
wick, 507 No. 4th St., Murray; Mrs. and mental examinations at Wright
Boren, Rt: I. Dover, Tcrin . Patterson Air Force Base. Dayton,
Master Gene Franklin Cathey, Rt. 2
,1 Ohio.. and can expect to jeirVi
Model, Tenn : Mere' HaffOrd Car clanui which convenes on the 27tnroll and baby girl Carroll. Rt. 1, cf April.
Almo; Mrs. Gentry Towicy, 201
Lake ,t., Paris. Tenn.; Mrs James
DANGER TO CATTLE
Russell and baby boy Russell. Rt.
Sr Murray; Miss Freda Nell White, PARIS. Mar. 5 (UP) A noted
-507 Poplar, Murray:. Mrs, Edward'french researcher warns .that the
Chadwick, 907 No. 4th St.-Murray; world's-Clitle-faie "near-disaster"
Mrs. M.
Williame. Rt. 3, Murray; unless toot and mouth disease can
Ramon
Mader Leslie Watson Williams, be controlled. Prof. Gaston
Hog 2385, Ketchikan. Alaiks; -Mi;- says the dread virus has spread
' ter Weld Alexander, Rt. 2, Murray. through cattle-bteeding areas.

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, Mch. 5, 1952
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Almo And Hardin Win hi

dri

-e

Second Night Of Tournament

•q

Entered at the Post Office elert.s. Kentucky, for Uartsmimion
Second Laws Mather

Spears 43-Pounder

By HARRY CARA',".

1,1.11 siew,

Murray State
Learned Good
Lesson In OVC
The lesson Murray State. College
leeched in the !Male of the Ohio- Valley conference totimaniefit may
stand the Taorebreds in good stead
when they travel to Kansas City
Lela week for the rugged National
Intercollegiate Basketball tournament- •
The NAIR tourney, as it is ustiaUy called, is a massive 32-teurn
affair that requires a chib to wei
five games in tie days ip Order tu
emerge with the title.
That's a murderous aseigameef
ter a team that depends on sPeedand rebounding, and that's where
Murray's OVC experience could
pay oft

, et:swards, Hurt 12. ftingins 6.
Almo downed. Concora 51-34 end Outland
Herein edged eynn Grave 4a-43
Centers: Dick 3, Mathis 1
,
, in Fourth District Tournament ticGuards: Steele 10, Adams-4, StubI
' title last night at Carr Heelth blefield
WEDNESDAY, MA-11
CH 6,-1962
It might btt--S gonCideit fie* of;
1 nal player eiel hesne admired at Building.
The two winners will meet in
all to use this opportuaity to send some time or other the compettThe Hardie Eagles weathered a
greetings to aU of you wanderfal tie* instinct 01 Stanky the player. the quarter-44s at 7:00 Thurillay strong second half rally by Lynn
basebt fans. Many of yen were t Such adealration and roost'
e
ti;W eT e_a_
Grove to taka a 4I4A win over the
You.-may recall thaallitairis
When Iva Offaltiated Thee - qatitlaaaaptinlbuleir4 In baseball
Toni/IOC' gums IOU pit the I4pr- Wildcats in the ascand. game of
within two points of upsetting
column
three years ago. where players take advantage of i lea High Tigers egabut Benton in leat nights tournament action.
Holy 'Cow
Western Kentucky in the finals Gi
Former MtddleweIght coeseeion . In -teen, •ot the bfg ones tolneht Our list of newspapers mire than 'the kindness of a manager with- ,the first game et 7:00 and Brewers
Trio ing by ten points. 30-20, at
the Louisvilli tournament, and del
Jaae Laliolta rethrns to the nee Tufa Teets Raesard. Rhode la. dOubl
last year end trebled this out really meaning to, is much l eta play tirksey In the sceoni halletree, the Wildcats came rearit by slowing the game down to
• of, some- ct his aimed-. e!ctores; 11.--nds eeeseasainst BiV‘n. Fordleep ,year.
is eser growing circulation more effective than mere per- velem sterling at 8:0.
irg back in the third period to
a mail's pace.
tonight in a doeir-Hieellaieuriecr tecki-e. Manhattan. Syratuse payee 1 iJ dill to your p.erscinal th.erest iit Ionia frien.dship. The Cardinal
----- .,___
cut the margin to only one point,
In 'Benny Purcell, the Raeent
• with :Gee Reiriton
t Detrea. Per
e 1 hluelenbei g Likes en this column as well as to. :lie en- pSayers look on Stinky as a good-1 Alma fought from behind m the 37-36, as the quarter ended.
hive one of . the most artful dribLalleita hi, lot three straight! Backe,. • :n Jest night's games, opezepon of the. put4isber of %kis luck omen, they point out oftetyast hall to take a 51-36 wie (WO:.
Hardin held a 43-38 lead midway
b(ers-and ball-handlers in the naboth we Li. sip- Stinky s background. the parallel the Concord Redbirds last nigh., through the fourth period out the
aghte including the one in 1.whitlr;-ColittlitA4 &Waal - Yale-- riewsopper..tor.
tion. Coech Haden Hodges may
ftLy Robinson lifted his ale.
.Prinee
- ten teat Rutgers. le-S2---Se r eerely grateful. Needles, to. say. between his presence on ti club in the first same of a ewilenil
Wielcats easne back again and
clect to pull the same stunt in eat
e y' he'll quit the ring ualen be *Paula rede caer arectillYP aellititee both TOUT publisher and I welcome. areaets early change into e penpenciled took an early lead nrd pulled to within one point of the
or more games at Kansas City, and
:beats Hairston. Oh the other 44-51- -New York University triao- your comments, invite yoor noes-, Gant winner A Stank/ type is stayed out in front until two
n- Eregles with two minutes to go. At
thereby not only throw the oppa
handea eietoey-eef eleiresien-swetiet
-City college of New Yoe c. Done. Nobody knokes valet thus I good for any group of. playve tees to go in the third quarte: when that point. wtth the score 44-43,
Hon off balance, but conserve his
put him in Iota for en early cratee
'emcee will bring but it is safe to because they realize they meet borne-keen hit a jump sheteste gat Lynn Grove had a chance to tie
own team's energy for the gruellat Robirerlas crown. Lalltetta has
assume that another thrill:rue exe more alert Alert players aie those the Warriors ahead 31-38. Alina it tip on a free throw. They chose
'
ing tournament schedule.
lost Indy on_e In 19 fighta at Dre. A big field of HI will se, to the citing. unpredictable scramble for • who take advantai,e of the oppoisis scored two more field
goali'lo reatead to teke the ball out at midIt's the seventh trip to the NAM
MatiMe41 - Allan- pennants in both leagues will de-. tion_centented, complacent play- seetch their margin to 0040;es (Curt and try for a field goal, but
'
i daa ja
eria3at
_
Ut_
racuig_ausocAbect_pticie velop. will he traveling ta everyl era areAttoig. totally cati.tht day. the-thud quarter ended,
telt the clesait they
-strategy failed as a Harden
have come to winning it .. was ai
ng Ray Rob. at- Gtdfstreara Park. efflyina Pat.' Natemal League city again Utldreaming 011 the bases. If ball- The Warriors, paced ey Soithy vlayer stole the bait'.
aeon has started_ workouts In San with one sitelege *rid two tiara broadcast all games played by the players care be inspired by their Lockhart and
1041.
when
they
finished %woad.
Bill Perry. Wildcat guard, kept
James Neale. hit (rem
Francisco for: his March ".3 title perice Mashes this year. is the Cardiaals. I will be report•ng also maneger. the Cardinals
A victory this year Would be of
19521'en angles in the final frame and Lynn Grove in the game web his
filet with Carl -Bebe Olsen ef overnight choice for the gegen fu..' e'en spring training camp game are sure to be a ball of fire en- pulled away in
vtal
importance.
since the winner
the clos.ng m,nuee.s.1 1...ng range shooting. Perry conHoeolulu - The •New York ink. long event
sn
towna
riciimitt but der Eddie Stanky!
•
es
.
Almo controlled both oeckboarda nected on five set knots from bat- JACK RITTER. ML Clemens, Mich_ eete e crick at the Olymeic triais.
holder is convinced it will be a
re are many intimate, personal
alurray
well
be carrying a season
stands proudly with the 43%It is--a fact that if the National as the Medlar& seemed to have ter than 30 feet out in the floor.
teueb tght and has esker: that .1
things which this coltunn will conlead in their shoes, vost el the
Joe Powell led the Hardin at- pound muskelunge he speared record of 18 wins and eight deBasketball &OMNI
most
cause be inserted:in his coolie-et
tain• waich cannot be feasitey cov- Las"
'frets
through
su
into
ace is as akaa
the tournarnene
• hole In Lake St Clair'
time Concord stood flat-foot el and tack with 18 points. Wed Ind
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
geese: tem s re-restch if Olian.
ered on the radio. The diversified observers (eel. the- difference tar watched the
Warriors snare the Kemp scored 13 apiece for the :loe. It took him 20 -minutes to land
!LAYOFFS
Should war. the Crown,
points of origination also w 11 pro- the Cardinals could be tbe return ebounds.
the
whopper.
(thtfrwationar)
Wildcats. Perry was next in Line
Rook.e t &tore
Wickliffe 64. Tilghman 48
-. -vide a wale scope of baseball ii um service in July of
by quarters:
with 11 points..
•
Harvey Harkile, MCI' A,,,.,
Port Knee 55. Elizabetheraen
news that not many columns will Suuth
Up to $5,000 00
8 ail 36 SI Score by quarters:
..disuble- hcieler _et Bose a pc," .F..rn Creek 53. Eastern 42
be able to duplicate. Again,
ia barn.411Wilarvey The - Kitten es eeekeip4
Two
Tankers
Hardin
•
15
17
23
•I1
30
36
azuces 4111-U1111-44,14.M4-r-laryn-i
37 48
Cost $4.90 per year
:
ea Minerva 46
-my hope that you will enjoy th.s a lake-off on Harry Tee Catl
Lynn Grove
Maw ISIS
7 WS 36 40 Collide In Fog
•isascetnatt
Associatioe
. New Maven 49. Simon Kenton 42 column. It will be irty most earn- i Bret heen i-That without belly- 1
eareards:
Hardin
4481
Neale
13.
S.
Lock.uni
17
pilys New York
Covers
Pm: Lewaport 57. Cloverport 58
'eat effort to provide pleasant. en- hod fuss or tenter,. gamer Fred
Forwards: T Darnall 6. Redden 11
Centers; B. Lockhart '5.
and the Geltsqi ereertaiii • Milburn 47. teckman 33
By United Press
Polio,
Lockjaw, 'Sleeping
jwoeyab
aley
u sits in
atio
wa
rm
n
atiave
irere-ioat
a"
nit-;
Centers.
• .ifieneepiers• in the mitre Lag
Guards:
Barnett
Farris
7.
7.
Boggess
Buck..
Two
-en
2
tankers collided in the denee Sickness, Leukemia, Spinal
Ihla
isigh
erit
:
tr
fo th
sq
'toiCd.ili
4 th
ie
nals
higuhgn
estedparti
Cayee 41. Felton 40 'OT)
Lovett _2
(Weeds: Pewee IS. Ede arch 4, tcy,... that spread over Ches peak*/ !
Boseon riaa'eated,
eery 48 Sinking Fork 46
the weeks • ahead but just as .1 in the National League. by the
Meningitis, Scarlet Fever,
Cope
• ,1-86. inch.b.pol.s• • bhmesi Fur.
Concord
1361
Bay.
Auburne6L Adeirelle 36
shall always redposet your light to earliest date an the Cardinale hisDiptheria, Smallpox..
Lynn
Greve
1451
The
14-36. Kir..nesPorrt sba4" Almo 51. New Comore 3'3
Coast Guard at Norfolk. Vi
be Wrong, - so I trust that yeu will t°rY• It's no trick usually to sign
fe swords: Hopper, Geurin
Ptaladeaktua. 11341 Tod Kew Yo.
rime, says the tankers eGalativs"
lowly-epaid clubs, but hiee-prieed
Hardin 411.. Lynn Grove 45
mine. too'
The Wilson Insurance
Cen
pet fluctiester. eit-Sie. in -.v.iirtve.,
rs:
Wen
13
end
eImpeeial Toronto" eammea
ballplayers are known to be hard
Guards: Kemp 13. Paschall 2, irtu each other near Smtth Point
•-r It could be-that the most 00- to handle.' In the case of the Carol103 Gatlin Bldg.
Perry II, D. Miller 2
paclvard rivalries.
emus bit
corrversati.).1 here_nals, Siege did the trick without
light.
e •
Cardinal
Camp
at et Pet- a squawk by-parsing any trouble
in the.
However, the accident apperentle
hask.-tbail sgoatt.gliiju.a.ipiat
Agency
ersburg theie first weeks e train- 'hy giving Stan Musial a blank
wie, not too serious, The two tape- .
• ss Mod nia.:or teams rest kee ire IL
portant title games later. this weet.
ing has to do - wah the new Red- contract. thus letting hen write his
erf- radio that no one was injured.
bird Manager. Eddie Stank,
/ Those cwn ticket!
and they can make port mita their
I who were leery of the Celan
Be sure to be. looking for this
reaction to an agressive manager
--from the outside have had their co:urnn male next week. and each
WASHINGTON i LIP. - Pe! Uni-1 The American Folk Song
FestiI fears quickly dispelled! What many week thereafter. I hope that you
tea States may be. heeded for 432.- val, held annually
Dual Suffer Another Minas.
at Aehlaed. Ky.
forgot was that Steaks- took over will enjoy it and that You will let
000.000 worth of trouble.
features Elizabethan songs awl. No matter how magas remedies you
with a big thing in his favoa-ehe your publisher know if. you do.
have tried for Julius of eesema.
At least. surierstitious persons dances of lie - Efth tentury
handed
, iespect of the playe; s_respece In clasirtg, our usual reminder,
psoriases, Infections, atklese's foot
and other enemies of the $2 bill down teen g
otteratton In eineme. aned by hard-fought competition that you dun t have to take Part
or whatever your Aim trouble may
Creek so Ale' Anti-$2 bill aroup elms an•oeg• neduntain
puc e e are
I n the field There isn't a Cardi- to a
rt lobe a good one
b•-•*.711duir from bead to foot(stied to black the printing af It- draws spectators (rim all
WONDE SA1.tE and WONDER
over th
)000 more of the notes planned United States.
Medicated SOAP eau help you.
()FFIC.II Lcfor the coming fiscal year.
Dwroiopoof 140, the kor. in is. dhow
YES, we have beautiful used
mow for yew rethe e. home
During
a
House
app-)pri.itious
Tasmanian blue gum as one of
automobiles right now
PALVZ le •Itite, araeorlooa
on
sob-committee bearing. Rep. Ben- the strongest, heaviest aiiii
aatisept14. N. amity appesraare. Bate ter
tear lot, that represent the
moat
Get womite armee anti
j. mm F. Jainea llt-Pa 1 saki he durable we...els in the worle.
licelicatod 110.41. for Snick c.
best in economical
transhad received only 10 of the bills in
resells. Truly letiaderfal
portation and at a great,
Tap them taday. Fee reels;
25 years and bar: kept them all. He
On. tie of every eix -ofTTT.06 ailS.. 11•11WINS.
great savings to you. Visit
sugeeeted it would be cheaper to eaith's elements belongs to the
TANN applicator sail key.
oar lot ,today and see
do away with the' $2 notes and cave rare earths timely, a group of met- Ileld W *Kerrey by Wallis. Dale
for
on engraving plates. forms and als with such
yourself.
drug Stores: or you
tongue twisting
records.
names as- presiedYmiunt.. dYkDr9- IlleasetaMa druggists.
WE GUARANTLE TO
Mrs. Georgia Keret Clark tree- sium and ytterbium
serer of the United States, came
SATISFY
to the rescue of the bill wrech
Just Take a Good Look and
tears the portrait of Thomas Jet- You'll Probably Buy
Jerson. She and Walter L Funk,.
.1953 Buick Riveria, sparkbudget chief in her office, is d trim
. I:rig
2-tope
with
white
till a still in demand, espselalla
walls.
Let your
dream
in New England and that 33,74/.corn, true with One firii!
13.3 bills, are in use . •
car.
;Although there aee many moreexceeding one billion--$2 bills in
• 1951 ChevrOlet Deluxe,.11*.uh
ctrculation, the $2 backers won :he
4-door with cure:, also
day after captaining it • pis: costs
2-door
halt as much to issue one $e bill as
II ILLS T. GOMEEN
DR. DMA
NDLRLSOOD
it dues two gii bills.1960 Ford Deluxe, 2-tit. or,
C..a ii.siesier of Weiiare
Conaniseioner of llealth
beauty with new coelight green.
1960-Citievrolet Worm: 2egibr with
fr. sharp.
* a 1,49 Fords, alio-. •-_;.„ ..eicly
On City and Rural
ft ele, fcur to choose from.
alleinie io•Serieet
1149 Chevrolet brack. 2-dr.
. Luther T. Cipitheoe, was appointed enrnrgissioriet of Welfare last
Dwellings
. • 'ills, tall, a
d
wrie
oa
th
i/te
amw
rebrt -..ry.
bh
,
.
with 15 per cent aavings
, Cratteen. 43. is a native of B rrr.inghort. Mitsh;11 Coettly. Be.
.. z
" dolir
was graduated frtm aten-ay C. Trigg. with• e Bak &give in 1931'.
under
Bureau
rates, on
1948 Ford Sis
modern
approved
homtis.
with extras- 17-e-tili it -----":111
- 11
1
1
40
7."het!:r
wal-111211"
med. se i silr
e7tel"
ndeat
fitit1
911"6'
the reaBtaw:tvi
Must be wired for elecle
•
i
tecke lialli•
li.
yptell buy.
•
• &en's Herne at Lynsion. fae_temained there until 1847 and
during
'ity.
1947 -Ford Super,- 2-door
that period served for a time al ecting director of the State. Devisirer,
of Cele', Wellare He was surerintondrnt a-tte Masonic -W
with Kentucky license and
idows-I
I SAVE Tlit_PAFT
.ir‘t fkr,p1., ...--,
'Li`ef
.
'40 -4. Louievgle4ram MI until be took his pregant.
esereie. -Nerrente---''-r
Jot).
•
.
•
1946 Ford 2-door; one of
P
Grtheen was grattuated from the University of Louisville Law '
ia•
the best mechanically. A.
eeee
and a_dmitted to the har__in_12t4_' HP _h..
--touirh automobile.
per
work Tor a master's deg:ee in sceool adminatration Irma
*
1949 Oldsmobile "88" with
the University.
HO PUBLIC'S GRIM EXPOIATIONS were _fulfills-a Y,ith the birth of
He in a member of the Leeessille Kiwanis Club. the Kosair
all the evtr..- ; almost like
lei•..•• Chart. s in November, late and princess Anne in August. 195e,
TempieShene and the le-lease 4. Health and Welfare Council He .
'tete.
no.w heirs le the throne This phbto ef the pi-Meese, her hustend, and
'
belong!' to the Carisaan Caltufeh. He is married to the formeranez
1941 Ford Super, two door, Cornweil
children made in June, 1951. Pleased Englishmen 'eveaywhere.
their
and they .have one son.
extra clean inside. City\
SUBSCR1F'TION RATES By Cerrier
Murray, per week 15e, per
month 65e
hi Calloway and adjuaeng countee. per year; $3.50, elsewbere,
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.t/e Have 8 or 10 Other '37
to .40 modeis and
Two Pickups Remember, We Guarantee
to Satisfy
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' '101"Pollet" Crierwwwst.
hes beer. doitg'public'health- we:e since lrle. He wah heath-officer
so! Union County fora 1940-19-ea and laeki the same position
for
Webster from 1942-1945 and for liendereen Counts. in 1445
and•le46.
He was health officer in Taitehamee. ,Fla. in 194,
1 and 1947
and then entered priyale prat- we in Harlan. He was
in private
practice in Morganfield where he was appointed commissioner
in
104$
t)r. Underwrd was graduzacel born the University of Louisville
..
937
.ith- a B S deg ee .
in 1934- He received hte M.Dlialearee there In
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LAST TIMES TONIGHT

Stapling Machines and Staples on hand and available on very short
problems .
notice to solve your fastening
. also other Markwell
office supply items.

4
•

He is- a member of the Anneteara and He-lucky Health As;iciatione He maa Baptist aio a "Mason He is
married to the
1 t0tOr SaleS
.11(
orrntr
Rue nrce rail they,liave 4 sere
• Dr. Underwood. is a native of lealieville. where
Fifth and Poplar
he now makes
his
i horn
...4.
•
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Main Office nt 3rd & Main'
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Parra.

Vlurray State
,earned Good
,esson In OVC

• WAST--TCY RENT
five roans or more. Olin. Adair
Phone 1225
FOR RENT:. Duplex apartment at
fatia and Pine-5 rosins private bath, electric water heater, gas floor furnace.' Call 498-.1
or 4811-R
M7c

I

•

i rill SALE: 1941/ Ford conv
she'd condition good tires radio
,Aid heater. Call D. S Warren
.I63-W after 6.20 p. in.
kfly
FIR SALE: 1946 VAC Case tractar with plow, disc. coltivator.
Rubber tire wagon. J. D., OutLind. South 8th extended
MGR

$5,000.00

NOTICE

Covers
Lockjaw, -Sleeping

ickneas, Leukemia, Spinal
leningitli, Scarlet Fever,

NOTICE: For hem stashing, making buttonholes,' cos'-ring buteons, making belts and spec:al
" work by necchi machine. call
Mrs. James A. Iferndsn, 314
Nitih, Phone 252-J
M5p

)iptheria, Smallpox.,

The Videos Inew-ance,
•

FOR SALE: TO acre farm, two
tracts, 20 and 50 acres close
together on blacktop highway.
Four room
house, sto.e, out
buildings stock barn. All in
condition.
400d
35 acres tenable
and. Hest in timber. 1540 pine
trees. IT intarestel please leave
word at City Hall. Owner R. L.
Wallace
118p
OR SALE by owner: Home, al !Oust new. Seven rooms full
basement, hardwood tiJr‘rs, insulated, corner lot. Fur deLids
call 1558 from48.00 a m. to 5 00
p. m
1117c

Cost 94.00 per year

los

Fait SALE

t EOR BALL _Tataa_black-reguaer,
efl Angus. bulls. MN Ytar
J. W. Parks- &One 47:.1
Map

you-may
y .came
ithin two points of upcettin4
'estern Kentucky in the finals sf
e Louisville tournament, and d .1
by slowing the game down LU
snail's pace.
In -Benny Purcell. the Race 73
ive on.e of the most art(lil drib.
era • and ball-handlers in -the IllDn. Coach Harlon
Hodges m.:s
ect to pull, the sane stunt in oz.
• more games at Kansas City, and
ereby not only throw the °maw-Ian off balance, but c:onaerve hie
.•..n team's energy for the smells tourna men t schedule.
Its the seventh trip to the NAIR
Murray, hut the clasata they
ive COMe to winning it .- vas in
lin. when they finished second.
A victory this year would be of
tat importance, since the winner
a crack at the Olympic triais,
t..rray will be carrying a season
'cord of 18 wins and eight deTel into the tournamen..

'olio,

FOR RENT

FOR RENT: 3 room, downstairs
apartmeat Ilath, laundry room,
water, ilf7T0
84- lath
frOCA Training School. Call 3781
.
1147c

The lesson Murray State College
'AL:zed in the finals of the OhioAley conference toUrnanie.fil :nay
rind the ThorobrecLs in good steal
hen they travel to Kansas City
iat Week.for the rugged National
tercollegiate Basketball tournaent. •
The NAIB tourney, as it is usfly called, is a massive 32-team
fair that requires a eitib to wai
ie games in &la days la order :u
aerge with the title.
That's a murderous assigameaf
a team that depends on sPe",i
id rebounding, and that's whe .,•
urray's OVC experience could
iy oft
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1*is Thy Time To Control
Utile Grubs Says S. V. Foy

for The But In Radio Eatertainumad

• 1340 LOS 1340

Freedom Gate
Bridge Is
Opened

By S. V. kw
all cattle hides produced in the
I United States contain five or more
A4Pialt
Few realize the full extent of grub holes arid are sold at the
Thursday March 6, 1952
WANTED: Young.ipen,'high school
Ipeseg_ to _tile _Cattle. industry Limn agreed discount of 1 cent par.lia.
••••
graduates to -train for- positions
0:00 earm lair
grubs.
also
called
warbles.
200 Nev.s
In
These
1929,
holes
are
.
the
in
thickest
as chemical operators. Only those
the U. S. Department of Agricul-land best parts of the hide used for 6:15 Farm lair
2:05 Variety thee to 2:45
interested !ri shift work need
6:30 Calloway Capers
ture estimated the annual loss in I shoe soles.
2:45 Heart fund
apply.
MGc
3:00 News
the United States as between $59.-1 U you will/examine your ani- 6:45 Sports Parade
Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing
000.000 and $100,000,000. At pres- i mals you can find round bump' 7:0t) News
3:05 'Western Star
Co. Calvert City, Ky.
3:30 Musical for Thursday
ent high prices, it is now much • along the cow's back ranging in 7:06 Clock Watcher
in excess of $100.000,000.
i number from one or two to twen- 7:30 Clock Watcher
4:00 Postraid a:au-1e
WANTED: Man or wcman to ()lacEvery ranchman is familiar with. ty-five or thirty. These grubs if 7:45 Clock Watcher
By United Prue
tate cream station. Write Box 298,
t15 Postcard Parade
the damage to a herd of cattle let. alone will knaw their
way 8:510 News
"Freedom
They
opened
Gate
Evansville, Ind.
stampeding in attempts to get, through the skin and then fall 8:15 Morning DevoUonat
M5p
Bridge" _-acroas the Imjin river
Postcard Parade
4:3o
kway from the heel flies appear- e from the cow's back to the ground. WOO hicupeets
Devotion
and the men who built it hope
ing in the spring and early sum- which is usually the Pasture. Thai 830 Mystery Shopper
HabURANCE Cpsepany wants two I their buddies come across it soon.
4:45 Postcard Parade
mer when they deposit eggs on grub will then station itself to a lig;b
debit collect rs. Salary plus comMalady Time
Officially, the army d-d not
5:00 Sports Parade
the hair. These soon hatch into, blade of grass or a dead weed and
mission. One position in Mur- name the 1.350 foot span, but the
larvae-worms that burrow through. will remain there until it pupates 8:30 ItletOdy Time
ray area, other in Paducah area. men who built it in the record
5:13 Teatime Topics
Wondersand
9:45
of
Vision
the skin, working
way' into a heel fly, which in turn
their
For information apply T' •sdAy time of a month
and two days
through the tissues of the body will lay the eggs tkat will hatch 10:UU News
4:40 Teatime Topics
and Friday 9 to 3 at .1_,4 Un- did. They
called it "Freedom
extracting nourishment and - till into another grub that will friftet Mtn kiural
limited •.
lillSalintellt
Agleam -Gate Bridge" because of come of
creasing the size, until they finally other cattle next fall,
314
-13 Broadway, Paducah, KY. their buddies now in Cormunist
10:30 Musical Verities
emerge from the back after a per- 1 If you examine your cattle and 1045 Musical
Verities
Ii Primo 'camps, will come back IN DETROIT, Mrs. Berenlece Bald6:15 Off the Record
Sod of approximately nine month i find these bumps in their back!' 11:30
avonte voaas
aeraas it if peace comes to Ko. win, 49-year-old grandmother.
in the, body. It most be so in- i you slaouldeLby all means dust 11:45
8:30, Sagebrush Serenade
testifies
on
Red
activities
in
the
Jordantdres
WANTED: Baby sitting or caring raa.
stinctive fear in anticipation of thel them with "3 per cent rotenone
state of Michigan. An undercover
News
ter invalid. Call 1562..
M7n
1
,
pain
later, for heel flies neither. dust. Try to get the dust on top ,2:30 ChurCh
6:45 Musieal Interlude
worker for the FBI for nine years,
. "freedom ,Gate Fariciee" Is on
of Christ
bite nor sting. It stands to reason 'of the bumps and massage it Into 1:00
7:00 District Tournament to 10:00
the 'road. to Panmunjom and it's she told a Congressional commitAll
Star
that
the
hair and skin. This might be
this irritation reduces gains
what the army calls a low-level l tee investigating Communist acAll
Star
lg:00
News
I
in
repeated again in ten days. This
the feed lot.
"shoo fly" railroad bridge. Planes' tivities that the Beds ,made im10:15 Listeners Request to 11:00
1 kills the grubs and stops its life 1:30 All Star
have been laid between the rails • portant inroads into the student
1:45 Guest Star
In 1648 a State Experiment Sta- cycle. Summer
11:00 Sign off
spraying with catso trucks,and jeeps can cross,. toa.1 bodies at the Universities of Michtion made a test in which 10 steers tle spray
will also kill the eggs.
The Korean armistice nes6tiato-s: igan and Wayne. (International)
Ye.
in one • lot, sprayed with rotenone.' The
ay's Puzzle
5 per cent rotenone can be
"
A "r to
already -have agreed tosai Panan effective treatment to kill bought locally in 'pound
cans and
A -iaA
s
munjom as one of the prisoner of neer construction battalion c9i0- grubs,
r_A,,
s
.
sieI
1 ,I_t ,L
TA A
z
A.4fiA
zj L c JA
- gained on the average of is inexpensive. If you
ACROSS
36-A large
will con-.-war- exchLnge points TLerefor6 mgrided by Lieutenant C oda one-foirth pound, each per day trol grubs
genus
ot
in
your own -cattle you 1-'t,'itches
maples
on ,..7ommer rd of more than the same quality of 10
the bridge had to be buil:. in a. Colonel
are not likely W have thew, the
37-Killed
o
1'
Eili
hurry, between the two bombed Washington. D. C. ;Lis
started other infested steers untreated fed following
8-Imitated
-Tow
aft
s AL
kear
40-,Arrow poison
. t'..._,..
it-City in Russia
out steel structures, so- eveeythings work.. an - .1.anwavy
Limb sod the seine ration. It is significant 1
Lair
0 El_ L
411-Inae
E '0
A
14-Roman tyrant
.
would be ready when the prop.ni finished on FebroorY nine except also that the treated cattle require!'
44-Intertwine
.1 ira II a A )
t4
Ac
16-Girl's name
47-Lecture
fcr the final tristnmings.
time came.
10 per cent less grain per 1001 Christian county
homemakers ti--Poor •
SI-Height
LB-Raise
leS-One
of
are
the
I
wounds of gain in weight than the
lFtti I
refinishing 161 pieces sf furColonel
omnsertord rind, his
54-Thick
Great Lakes
The job of building !.re
'O L.
ft I 0
untreated cattle during a 6-months'„niture and plan to refinisa and II-Communist
whip the vtintcr- the
bridge was given to the &tat Emil men ha
14_
EL
ti-Pertatning
oa,re
trGH
- ---,tveave seats for
feeding period.
260 chairs and
ice an the tides to complete their
to an era
porary
54-Teni
litOols.
24-Man's name
shelter
pro t. But they worked with the
;12 74NET
When hides are removed from
Ha-Cipher
117-rrat king
'
28-Roman data
owledge" that successful COT- grub-infetted cattle, there is a 1
of Israel
DOWN
32-Injure
fog-He mistaken
pletion might mean speeding up •mass of yellowish gelatinous meat
14-City In
0-Antlered
1 -Pit
Washington
animals
the return home of some United around the brug hole that must be
7 tisa in AS114
Nations .men waiting anxiously in trimmed out as inedible.
There!
.1Brrykn
prison camps behind the enemy was a waste of at least 14,000.000,
elarlifIC4
,•
. 1 I -ii
lines.
pounds of meat trimmed out of all •
--F,_
ri
1
the
Now that the titidge- is in oper-i- grubby cattle carcasses in
Liglirot
.
..;
laminae
tion, they believe it can stand up United States in 1948, caufing a
'
I,5
loss of approximately $13.000.000
i•-Set eagim •
under considerable punistmant.
11-Lavtals
which includes degrading loin cuts
fondness spas
s
- T y used more than 300 tons of
'mutilated. Cattle salesmen say
la-sitri's same
v .1
I 111--ent
steel and 350 thousand boa:d fc..,b
thine tool
01.1
8
=
2.1-Rts
of lumber . to make It just like ttpt when they .sell a load of catti, obviously infested with gruhe.
I.
the we their outfit built on' thy
74.h h M
;;;;
r r Xi
23
s, pc spot in Novehiber, 195D- toe' y are compelled to accept a
,
approximately 500
IC
one that steed-mg en* dynamited" bid averaging
----,
27 '
less than on the same
per
cwt.
•
when the Eighth Army retreated
s...
•
,
,
.1:66
/ 3.7 V34
50-I
quality of cattle apparently free
IS
I., in Pyongyang.
1
rn.
from grubs.
33-Trifling
Li-Held in respect
-Speaking' of the ii..tv bridge, 118.1 The Tanners' Council of Amer-SS-Chief
lire
jot John C Wisehart of %condale, ca estimated the loss on hide* in,
41-Seine
ire re ..
43-Ruated
1948 at approximately $20.000.000,
ruLsylvaiiia. Said:
.." 44 .
'I
• mountain crest
51.
i3 .
"I believe that it *ill stand t.p Theyilurniabed records indicating
44N-Armed continua
45
-Lamb's pen
per
161;81 the
cent
of
the
e spring
.
hides from
floods go over ; that JIB
name
4 .
55
lile
i all native steers slaughtered
46-Ahrutian island
at
45-Antlered
Chicago. Kansas City, Omaha.
animal
Wiserisrt is operations afficer rif Sioux City, St. Paul and St. Louis
0-Descend lower
the 84th Construction Battalion. were grubby. At least one-third of ,
lower
cnd
MIL Iv %WOW Foram.Swim..lin.
0-Places
63-Kinploy

111/10111Let
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ITCH

Doe's Suffer Another Minute
No matter how many remedies you
have tried for haling of eesems,
psoriasis, hateetions. athlete's foot
or whatever your skin trouble may
lali-asnaldag from head to featMONDE SALVE and WOXDER
Medicated SOAP ems help you.

- MARL Y

MORE DAYS'T
YOU SEE

Degro4opod Iv
loy• l• oho Arm,
••••• lo• ye. 1.45. •• Sams

WOND/ift 91•LVII la
arsswitat
antiseptia. N. wity
Rafe for
eatea.
ter
Get
ONDIElt 11•Lirle
WuNDES lirstiested SOAP for eiskk ;an
lisf sue good remelts. Troly wombs-fa)
eessaramsw. wsw mow toga,. Fort rests)
tweigles ca l'TLOX
gresooloss.
pais reiteyisa. Tat.. •Priicalar ctirl hal.
told In Murray by Wallis, Dale J
itabbleneld drug Stores: or you
ionnetewn druggists,.

'52

w
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41,1,V KA

I WORE MY NEW
POLKA-DOT ..)RESS
TO SCHOOL TODAY

• I WISH YOU'D STOP
TALKING ABOUT
THAT DRESS ALL
DAY

MAY BE THIS WILL
KEEP YOUR MIND
OFF POLKA-DOTS

Copynght 1951 by Frark Kam
Distributed by Xing Fe wec Smarts,

CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO
western woman. She slid the clgeFor
THE OLD Chinese shook his reta across the counter, dropped smiled. the drat time ,the girl
"Thank you." She picked
ad at Liddeirs preferred bribe, four ones and some change beside
up the bills, folded them, put them
' Me no know," he shrugged his them.
la thc Mot of a large jar marked
•'-'•aulders expressively, looked past
"Never mind the change," Lid- with Chines* figures. "In
here it
Liddell as though he had lost th- tigli fold ker.
will be used to relieve the suffering
t r rest.
The girl looked through long of unfortunates In China.
Over
Liddell growled under his breath, lashes, studied turn quizzically.
here, we need no help tn taking
"Seeing lb. sights." Liddell ex- care of our own." Jibe
;Lied on a last ditch try, fished
turne d,
his wallet, came up with the plained He Indicated Ms round busied hereon with an open ledger.
„it signed by Eddie Sun "Me table of men. "They must be from
In the street again. Liddell det. Up tan Tan game I've bean bear Atiod friend Eddie Sung in
bated the advisability of waiting
Liddell pushed the cart ttarthyr the Mg about."
ktir one of the men at the Fan Tan
ol I TI*W$ now
The girl t000ked past- him to the table to leave,
then following hUni
The old man grunted, look tid table. nodded. "Perhaps."
decided against it. He smoked his
[Odell broke open* the pack of cigaret
ay,
irritably, wondering how
- eigarets "Well, you're certainly he was going
to crash the gate.
Liddell considered the advisa•
running a mussion here.'No- arid get to
Goldy ggicl Cerla in the
'Laity of pushing his way past the not
table
seems
to
for
that
pay
JR
bOdY
old opium den beyond the game
Din man, realised the game might
room.
be blockassway through a rt1lLie of anything."
"We are paid for everything
He was so deep in thought, he
passageway'', decided against it‘lis served at that table," the girl told
futile, turned on his heel. walked Mint. -Some of those men
rosy be failed to notice the young Chinese
on, The old man gave no sign that lean Tan players, but most are un- Who sidled up to him
7.*
1W had noticed Lickkll had left.
fortunates. Their food is paid tor." he asked huskily.
Liddell startled, looked at the
That the old man was an outs
Liddell hung the cigaret from the
tale watcher for the game, Whet corner of his mouth. "Horne re- gpeaker lie was taller than the
Was convinced. Thin meant that fief?" He took a wopdea snatch average Chinese, dressed in weste game was probably running from the container on the counter, ern clothes, had the same expressomeplace within a ft v e-b toe it scratched its applied it to the ciga- sionless coontatance is VW others.
radius, he estimated, decided to at.
"I'm 4.addell. Why?"
- :heck the restaurants in-that area
"OW' leas fortunate citizens need
"You have been trying to reach
for the tellAsue
outsiders fra. aid"
mosaiser-olretsr torn=
lie wandered in and out of three girl told him coldly. "There are no triunity. He nas returned
1.‘stakrants before be found the ene Otariese beggars. the Fan Tan than was expected and is earlier
anxious
1a was seeking. At a large tat& . !Yanks...Air to it that all unfortu- to have conversation with you,"
the Chinese told him.
e center of the floor, a group nates Wy eat. It is tradition."
pf round faced. uncommunicative
Liddell looked impressed. "That's
"liaiming 7"
Chith
ne" were huddled around a wonderful. I'd like tosee this Fan
The other man nodded. "Re is
loge pot Iti the center of the table Tan being played. Know where the now available. If you have no more
They- teetotal dip Otto the -peeatatitsiewa,--iar- would
if;ed
.
- a---".
1.'"azning food, slop it onto their
The girl, sh7f
'41'
tsn0
-1 you to drop by his °Mee."
elate, hold the piste close to their knoW khit do pot think you will
Liddell tossed his cigaret toward
tr.outhe, shovel It to. No °heat the be able to BCC the game."
the curb. "Wonderful. He may be
Gaile talked to anyone tiers As
Why hot"
just- the man i want to see."
"It is for Chinese olly. Ameri- .Johnny Liddell walked through
.
- dee as one diner was finished he
."11.1,1 get up, leave without pay- cans are not welcome In the tam- the unmarked door next to the
RS, his place Immediately tilled by ing rep:rt." She pushed the bills and Chinese grocery, Into the dusty
fa,ither equally hungry, equally change to him. "It is foolish and a vestibule. He walk ed
up the
rickety stairs ii the paint peeled
waste Of time trying to bribe
ummunicative Chinese.
be door above, 'stepped t h r oug h,
to get you in. It would
1,51(1,11 v:alked over to the
somebthly
Pier, dropped • five, called for Impossible, m ay be very danger- stopped in front of the huge
onca pack
way'selass door. After a moment,
.
cigarets. The giri work'
It.. the cash register had
shrugged.
was
just
the
"It
an
Liddell
familiar
finely
click
of the circuit
the
.I.ncd features of a well born Chi. Idea" He punned the money back breal:nr broke the silen4 and the
V3e, over which-had been super- nem& the counter. "Consider that door swung open Jimmy Kat/wing
1,,Poseci the cosmetics, the sleek a contribution toward feeding the was waiting on the other atdc.
(To Be Continued/
culffure, and the arisurance of a unfortunate."
W gala r•••• *SMOAK
csayrigat. test ar gram gAia&
.

ed Fup
Ilin„trouncil
Double

peliciousi
Double Double
Delirious!

li MITE!
ROUCIA0 MARI.

•••••1•anti
SUSI:01 • P.•

\\

melte 5.000 dices into the sea. here, Secretary of the Navy Dan A..
Kimball (center), on leaving the sub at New London, Conn., congratulates Lt. Comdr. R. W. Phipps (right), commanding officer of the
craft. Looking on is Rear Adm. Stuart S. Murray, Atlantic Fleet submarine chief. Kimball handled the submarine's bow-plane controls for
four minutes during the dive in Long Island Sound, The Flying Fish
has been on continuous active duty since Dec. 10, 1941. (litteraational)
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Till U S. SUBmAll1111 Flying Fish became the first in naval history to
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ABBIE an' SLATS
By kaeburn Van Surest

ELL, I GOTTA stAND IT TO
NiOU 6065 -'-'IOU SURE FIXED

SLATS SCRAPPLE'S
WAGON -RUT- '
GOOD:ff
.

YEAH-- AN' DON'T FORGET MY
WRITIN' THAT PHONY LETTER.
STARTER THE WHOLE
GIMMICK WORKIN 11_

HOW ALLc)A
HuAs
WyE s
Vp
EETO
:0
N 10NIS
...
SEE THAT Al' THE END OF HIS

OFF

TpoTvs
- LbucKsoics
iR
GE

L

FORCE

*
I:
1,
1,b
‘
,

-

AVNER--

yr

E.F TAIN
" UtitLE.
FUTURE YOKILM4-•
11.5.L DRESSED UP"

WHY NOT?
IT HASN'T

[WRY DAY
MAN ONLY
NEPHEW G1TS
MARRIED!!

'er--‘lit-le.ut Aft istAite'r.

WHUT YO
TN IN Kg..a.r- SEE THIS SIGN"
,
WAL,AH IS A CAREFUL MANI
WIF A DOL.LAH-AN'
T-1 SPEW,IC KELS

0
.1(.1CK...E.
.
rr- THAS

GITTI N'MARRIED TODAYNOR ANY DI.Av IN TH
FUTURE,UNCLE FUTUREif

-mom- -

'
LE
UI:NC
FUTURE HAIN'?
GOOD AT MUCK,
TELLIN'
FUTURE,13UT
HE'S A Vi/NIZ
AT THIETIT
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womENN PAGE Club News Aclivities
Harkoes.&Mor
t
Mrs. F. D. Mellen
Hostess To_Jes§ie
- -Ludwirk Circle
•

W ecidings Locals

Plkono 56 or 1150111

IProf., Mrs. Putnam
Hosts ALBullet
Dinner.Party

AT HER COUNTRY'S SERVICE

Prof. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam
The Jessie Ludw-ick Circle of the
Woman's Association of the Co!- entertained with a buff,: dinner
lege Presbyterian Church- Met- in in honor of the junior and Senior
Mellen voice majors at Murray Stale Cothe home of Mrs. F.
Tuesday- afternoon at two-thirty lee at then home on Chestnut
Street Friday evening.
o-c:rark.
The
house
was
decorated
Mrs Berme Woods gave the protram from the church magazine, ..throughout in the white aid yel-Outreach - The devotion on low color scheme. The. diningtable
-Christ And The Father's, Work" overlaid with a Czechoslovakian
was presented by.Mrs. Ada Hubbard- linen eloth was centered with an
The meeting was opened with a arrangement of daffodils in a cry.p:o.yer by the president. set. tal container flanked by yellow
Charlie Crawford. The minutes1 candles on each side The ir.dividureic read and approved_ Ftfteen ual tables were centered with
smaller arrangements of jonquils.
eon. ge••••• zepoesd.,„
&oes
r
Mrs. J. G. Weitung eff
closed the Other bouquets of daodils a
meeting
th
---Prayer aflei „mei acacia were used at vantair points
t 'Mrs Mellen served a pretty party throughout the house.
Following the winner the troop
plate to the group.
enjoyed listening to some recorcis
•••
by Carmen after which a social
hour was held.
Guests were Miss Kitty Bolles,
Miss Norms Wirnan. Miss Jeanne
Oldham. Miss Patricia Lewis. Mt.
Mrs Robert Bah.% opened her and Mrs. Frank Ragsdaie. Mi.
-home on Olive Street WI' the and Mrs. Glen O'Bryan. Eidy Elmeeting of Group I.of the Chris- legood and Fred Omer.
Mere than a million and a hat( members of the Girl Stout
taco Women.s fellowship of the.
"organisation are celebrating their 40th anniversary during 1052.
First'Christian Church held MonFounded March 12, 1912 in Savannah. Ga., by Juliette Low, Girl
Scouting today exists in every state, territory. and U.S.A. posses.
diy afternoon at two-thirty o'clock.
jf
•
sion.
Slogan for the Anniversary Year is "Girl Scouts-A GrowThe speaker for the afternoon
ing Force for Freedom." Protects include enlisting services of
was Mrs. Ralph Woods who gave
10,000 adult volunteerjeaders and 500 qualified professional wett* very interesting talk on Paraer, so that the thousands of girls who ire asking for membership
guay. She was assisted by Mrs EL1 Group II of the Christian
may join this fast growing youth movement.
Wok Johnston. and Mn. L M. Over-' men's -Fellowship of the
First
I Christian Church held its regular
spinnaker saiL
_s 'PIS Ann Slim" was the Fre141 meeting in the recreational rooms
Predominant in the Ssrfati dedevoUonar" speaker. -Love- was of the church- Tuesday afternoon
signs is the bucket, or bonnet
her subject.
at two-thirty o'clock.
brim shape to the shades. The I
Mrs. R. H. Robbins. cb-chairMrs. H. C. Corn was the leader
shades on this group are opaqueman, presided in the absence of of the interesting program
coed
heavily enamelled in white or
the ehairmark.Mra. E. E Lluguid. on
By United Frew
"Paraguay.The
devotion
A new group of temps has been some bright color.,
flom the fifth chapter of Matthew
The bases are all metallic and
The hingiames. 711;s. - Hans ant was even. by Mrs J. H. Celemaa.1 introduced in New York _ and
the lamps can be swivelled about
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson. served a
The meeting was opined with a they'd cet'ainly make a home- to aim the light
deferent
party plate to the twelve members •prayer by the
ehairmari. Mrs. Ru- maker sit op and take notice-- directions.
and one guest.'Miss Shrost
rfert Parks. who conducted the whether or not she'd want them
However.
fbeSarfatiT•niPil
for her house.
routine- business. ,
are made to hold noth.ng brighter
The celebrated Japanese-AmeriMrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. B. F.
than a forty -watt bulb. 'Mooa
Schroeder and Mrs. Effie Diugmit can sculptor Noguchi has designed lighting." they call it.
were the hostesses. They served, three lamps in nis second collec•••
Wednesday. Mazda. S
refreehments to the sixteen mem- tion for this manufacturer and
•
SUBSTITUTE
FOR SWEETS
The Woman's Society or Chits- bers and three visitors present
Italian artist Sarfafi has design••• .
-7: Gan Service of 'the Lynn Grove
Anyone who has resolved to eat
ed a much larger group.
•- Methodist Chum:It-will hold Its
To light-or homfy--dr pending nc sweets may find citrus fruits a
AVOID SLAMMENG DOOR
regular meeting st. the church at
i on your taste -Noduchi has pro- good, healthful substitute. Fruit
ON YOUR GAS RANGE
geven.o'clock.
duced a lamp which billows out has natural sugar to substitute for
;
•'• •
Avoid slamuung the door on s from the waU
the sugars in candy or pastry.-A
the sail at
•The Murray High PTA wffl gas range. It may cause dr it small boat. It hos three so-called fruit dessert is good for wet-dmeet at the school auditoiurn at enough to put the flame (no, and legs. which fasten it to the wall iaries after a heavy meal. And its
two-thirty o'clock.
It is hard on the door springs and -or prop it on a table is
pre- healthy for a between-meals snack
Carla'
fer-like the ropes whicTh hold
n piece of candy.
• ••

P.

Mrs. Robert Ilah4
()pens Home For
Group I Meeting

Groub II Christian

Il'omen's Fellowship
Meets Qs Tuesday

Homemaker Would
Take Notice Of
New Group Lamps

"s--

•

Social Calendar

Thursday. Marsh 6
Tho_. Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club wi'.1 meet
at '
,the club house at two-thirty
o'clotk. Names will be tabled.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1952
personal tastes, but keep one collor predominant-using it in dd.

Mies Terry Teaches Cookbook Published Here's Three Rules
Mission (Study To
Recently Aimed At To Use In Spring
Missionary Circles Busy Working Girl. Re-Decoratipog

hermit vale... Blend the teall colors to the drapery backgrOood color, or blend the rug ond drapery,

By Mated'Press .
By tinted Press
•
rit-dgeeratinil
you're
this
A Cookbook Just published' 'a _
aimed for the nearly 19-million spring, here are three rtiks which
says
willaftdecorotor
Women who work a .40-hour week one home
and don't want to spend another 40 lure 'pleasant( eesults.
in the kitchen after .office _hours- Margaret-imer'items's/Jr
The book..40, career-girl )etarein
a fabrics house, says the rust rule
Finletter Mitchell of New York, is
is this --start your decorating Aan
v ritten for the hurried cook aad
with a floor plan, drawn to a
spans the menu from canape to scale of one-half tricb to the foot.
dessert.
Use furnituiw cutouts. also drawn
be
Some of her quick soup recipes to scale, to plan the furniture ar'rangements you want.
used canned or frozen soups os
Choose colors according to your
base to which other ingredients
arc added.

The Business Women's and Lottie Moon Circles of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the First
Baptist Church held a Paint mission study at the church Monday
at five-thiely
Miss. Rebecca Tarry 'taught the
book. "A Crusade In Horn Wsisions." by Courts Redford. He:
teaching of the book' was very
interestingly given especially since
she is a miss:onary to the Spanish.
Cohan and Italian speaking people
in Tampa, Its.
Color slides of the activities of the
Gcodwill Center in Tampa were
ijooi.th by Miss Tarry. She -.vas ..ntroduced by the BW mission study
chairman. Mies Annie Ray.
A trio from the Lottie Moon
eirele-Mrs. Paul Perdue, Mrs.
Thrya Crawford and Mrs. Jack
Longsrear--sans' a lovely number
preceding the study:

repeating the key color on a sizeojklc phnee_or furniture.

I

wilt

. on pattern, designs of the
_Decide
fabrics with relation to the siks
of the room and layout.
fiats and rug call for patterr.ed
draperies, with the same design or
sister print on sofa or chair.
With patterned swillpaperso_use
plain, geometric, OF litrtinsd: tab- _
ries, harmonizing in color with the
PaPer.

For instance, she slips eartc
frar.kfurters, into canned pea soup.
Or, she combines equal parts of
canned chicken broth, clam juice
erd white wine. She adds one
spoonful of red caviar to each cup
of jellies madrilene, or, she adds
ditech and fried salt pork square*
chowder-

Mrs. Robert Japes, elrMan
the Business Women's Circl-, preShe prefers her vegetables cooksided at the meeting. Mrs. E C. ed in combinations. She Ads small
Parker, general president of the boiled white onions to a can of
scciety, welcomed
ladies from peas, heats, seasons and serves. .
Murray and the visiUng lactes
Another evgetable dish calls for
from the Business Women's Circle two pack.ages of the frozen baby
at the Hazel Baptist Chureh.
lima beans, one pound of mushThe Lottie Moon chairman. Mrs. rooms. one-half pint of light cream
Thomas Hogancarnp. gave the bless- and sweet butter. Boil the limas as
ing preceding the potluck supper directed on the package. Cut the
rerved in the basement of, tho mushroom caps into small pieces,
church. The serving table was cen- ,and mane in butter.
tered with arrangements of
Combine the beans and mushquils. Mrs. Laurine Doran and Mrs. reams, and re-heat with the cream
Allen McCoy, social chairman of and a bit of butter.
•••
the Business Women and Lottie
Muon_circles respectively w
c-Fiary
-`in
The only polar' beariancharge of the arrangements.
•••
the world, other tban in. zoos, !s
or, the islands onl Kont Karla
Pickles will be produced for .
- he Land in the Spitsbe:gen archipelasecond year in Sampson county as go. where- polar bear breeding
a source of income to supplement grounds are protected by Norwedark tobacco.
gum law.
--

the

1

•

Miami Beach. a strip of real
estate worth more than 52511,000,000 today, was build in a span of
less than 40 years from a wilderness ialo In51te41 malartives scrub
palmetto and sand pumped
p
from the bottom of But-a-one Bay:

ALTHOUGH Skil IS described as a serious person who is constantly
aware of her responathdities.14ueen Elizabeth has lighter moments.
Here is one of them, during her recent visit to Canada when she took
part in a native square dance, dressed in dirndl and peasant blouse.

—k

•••

• ••

Thensday. March 6
•
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the First Baptist Church will
observe Week ob-Prayer for Home
Missions at the church at twothirty o'clock.
• ••
David J. Cowan, and Roswell it
Terhime will ;resent thee faculty
recital at the recital hall of the
fine arts building at Murray State
CoUege at eight fifteen o'clock.
15144, Msrelb 7
The Week of Prayer for Horne
Missions will be observed bx, the
-*MS of the Mesnotial Baptist
Church at the church at five-thirty
o'clock.
•.•
The WMS of the First Baptist
Church will observe Week af Prayer for Home Missions at the church
at two-thirty o'clock

•
—.. •
- •
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Reserves
Call out thewith
a touch of your toe
—

Most cars lead a double life.

a

A good part of the time, they're running
errands, taking children,to school,'taking
women to stores, taking men to work, taking
family and friends to clubs and social functions. .
It doesn't tall for a very great output of hotie.
powsticrr duties like tbese. But there are times when you want a cur
that can do_ vastly more, and thes$ are the
times w
'II want what this year's
IGTADMAS
tt as to offer.

The Major project leaders of the
Homemakers Club will have training meeting at ten O'clock In the
home of Mrs. T B Culpepper
•••

•

Saturday. March I
Wende4t.,-=,rulfrthe Daughters of the Amer.-. wisa • Rarveluter will meet with
Up. Cleo G Hester, Miller Ave, Mak at two-thirty. &clock.
•• •

•
Jlionday. March II
The Pleasant-Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs Eldridge
Brandon at ten o'clock.
- - The Young BusideuriWnmen's
Mess of -the First Baptist Church
se.11 meet at -the home of 'Miss
tilvian Hale. 1104 Main, at seven
eectoch for a visitation party.
eiand lowtese *111 be Mre Rubin
James. Lynn Greve Road.

•

This is an experience you certainly should
know firsthand.
Abu should also know how Buick's Power
Steering* provides a helping hand in slowmotion maneuvers — lets you keep the "feel"
of the car in straightaway driving.
And just for good measure, this '52
RO.,DMASTER also has the biggest brakes of
any postwar Buick—the greatest trunk space
since spare tires moved off the front fenders—
a warning light that glows when the parking brake is set — and to top it all, the smartest
interior fabrics that Buick has ever offered.

Beneath it. proud hood, there's a Fireball 8
Engine—a valve-in-head that Cm
—VW loalirr70
lively horsepower when needed-,
And — alongside this engine — there's also an
Airpower carburetor which thriftily feeds fuel
When are you coming in tolook this distin•
and air through two smaller-than-usual barrels
guished performer over? We urge you to make
for normal driving—which means that you now
it soon.
use less gas at 40 than you'd formerly use at 30.
anninumt. &worries. trim end maddis are manse to damp inthowl sone&
•09111no1 st daft mot es Roaorriasran
But there are two barrels in reserve—wsiting
for you to call them into action —and they let
loose a soaring rush of power that sinks your
euromobiles cre built
Who hpfter
-bock *fur thy wacrushion;-swonpit—
- you past a truck—out of a tight spot—up a hill
—scts your speedometer needle to reg:stering

•

• New Model
•

added miles more than twide as fast as your
watch can tick off the seconds.

4

wilt

-•••••••••111.

true
for'52

dofl

... here is your one superb suit of the season. Exciting silhouette newt ...
lining.
waisted -full skirted with rustling taffeta petticoat skirt and matching jacket

BUICK
will build them

combinations of Navy
Of laatishly textured worsted reppolaine in striking color

$39.95

Here Exclusively
NT TRUMAN, noted foe colOf hats, sports rakish neer
- lpiingtop modeL (International/
••• -

607 to 609 Maple Stieet

LITTLETON'S

=

A•r

Dublin Buick Company

16.

with Red, Lilac with Navy, Cinnamon with Brown, Black with Red. Sizes 8 to

Phone 500

Murray, Ky.
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